Invitation to Leadership
God is inviting us to be an influence in the world

Getting you into convergence Part I
Getting you into a state of convergence from the series “The
Power of Convergence”, by Dr. Lance Wallnau and Dr. Mark
Chironna, commented and illustrated by Zbob. This is break down
by Zbob of the Power of Convergence Series in tidbits, in bit size,
making it easy for you to understand. This part I of the Power of
Convergence Series is Zbob getting you up to speed, helping you
maximize your full potential, getting you to operate at your pick
performance, helping you understand your calling, what you are
anointed to do, what you are good at; getting you together with
other believers. This is Zbob bringing you the tool that will teach
you how to defer your ego to God so that He can help you achieve
success in your assignment. This is a three parts series, the second
part will help you understand the dynamics that shape human
existence. All three parts of the Power of Convergence Series are
based on observation, intuition and revelation.


What is a state convergence?
Convergence is you operating at your pick performance in what
God calls you to do; what you are best at. A state of Convergence
is really when your gifts and passion are merged together in
achieving a goal, an objective. It is really when God is working
with you and through you, using your gifts and talents, through the
passion He puts in your heart to take the world back from the
system that has separated you from Him. It is you operating in
your gift and passion at the same time, making you able to operate
at pick efficiency at all times. If you have a calling in your life to
make an impact; you ought to feel it. We want to help you; we
want you to take the steps that will get you into a state of
convergence. You will want to find out what is your sphere and
what you can be preeminent in and what is your talent, what is
your unique factor, let you explore your passion and create the
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intersection where your gifting is and your passion meet; this is
what convergence is.

The purpose of convergence
You must say to yourself that I want to walk in the unfolding plan
of God; that is the purpose of Convergence. The greatest thing that
can happen to you in life, the greatest source of empowerment you
can have is when you discover your position in the prophetic, in
the unfolding plan of God. This will be your unique factor, what
you are anointed to do. You are getting acquainted with your
anointing, and the awareness of what you are here on earth for
from the greater perspective.


Why you need to be in convergence?
Convergence makes it possible for us to engage the world in
conversation to influence the world for God. Changing the
collective, changing a country like Haiti or any other country in the
world, you need power. Only God can change the collective. You
are wrestling with the spirit that is occupying the territory that you
are about to access and dispossess. The enemy sees your future
capacity and will try to stop you. He will stop you to test to see if
you are qualified to occupy your position.


What we really, really want
What we really, really want is to prepare people, get them into a
state of convergence so that they can maximize their potentials and
work effectively with God. God is redeeming humanity, bringing
people that are lagging behind, those that are left behind into His
blessing. He needs people to work with Him, we are preparing and
teaching people how to let go and let God, not letting their egos get
in the way. We want to teach them to accept the fact that it is God
through them that is doing the work; on their own they can never
succeed.
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We are helping people understand that they cannot do this work on
their own, no matter how capable they feel they are; they need the
power of God to help them take possession of the place they want
to occupy. They will be tested to determine rather they are
qualified to occupy the level they are about to step into. They
cannot fight on their own, they need power to dislodge the
strongman who is occupying the sphere they are about to take
possession.
You need power to fight power, you need the power of God and
each other; there is no way around it. It is not simple as it appears;
your intellect is not sufficient. God’s intention is to bless the whole
of humanity; whatever it is that is restraining the Third World,
keeping people from moving forward, whatever it is that keeps
them in poverty, stagnation and retardation, we want to make
people aware that only a move of God can change.

God wants to raise champions
“Who takes possession of a house without first binds the
strongman who occupies the house?” Jesus said. You can only do
that if you are qualified. You must first be processed; the
opposition is watching to see if you are skipping. Sneaking your
way in. The devil wants to make sure that you pay your price for
admission. What the opposition does not know is that God has
been working with you, getting you ready to take the quantum leap
of faith to be where He wants you to be. You are getting ready to
get into the fullness of what God has for you; it is time for
convergence. We are facilitating people to move into their spheres
of influence. People who are anointed to fix situations so that the
glory of the Lord may be revealed.


Creating the Core
We want to form a company of people; we want them to know
their strength and their weaknesses, their spheres of influence and
their constraints. We want to help them avoid the pitfalls so that
they can complete their assignments. Whatever that is keeping
them from optimizing their anointed potentials; we want to help
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them identify and dealt with. We want to turn them into a body of
believers that will become the shaft that will drive them to make
the greater impact in their assignments.

Convincing the People
You need to impact the world, you need to influence people, and
you need to convince them that your message is worth buying into.
Guilt is no longer going to be able to persuade someone that the
message that you carry is worth buying into. People are going to
contest your ability, your right to speak. You need to be able to
cast down reasoning and speculation by the message you preach.
You need power to overthrow territories in the spirit and enlarge
your sphere where principalities and powers have dominion over
the mind of people. You need to defend your authority to preach in
the presence of people who are challenging your authority, your
identity of who you are and what you do. You may boast of what
you are capable to do when you know your calling, your metron,
and your measure of rule.


Our Message
”He will do it by the power that works in us” whatever it is that
we need in order to get us up to speed, to help us vibrate at the
level where we need prosper and excel; like having the power to
get wealth, to be supernaturally prosper is our message, offering
people the living Jesus as the power that will do it. The same
power that raised Jesus from the dead is the same power that is
working in us to prosper us and excel us forward. You need to
know what it is means to be light and salt in a culture like Haiti
that does not really sees a need for God or God as the solution for
their problems. The emphasis in the Haitian culture is on spiritual
things, the demi-gods, having the power to bend the laws of nature
and that the message that we have of a living Jesus that can fix
things does not seems to carry an impact.
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Driving Home the Message
The idea that the power to get wealth is working within us, that
the abundance we seek will happen by the power of Christ that
works within us does not carry any weight in the Haitian culture.
God is inviting us to consider that we carry a living Jesus inside of
us by which the blessing of God will be appropriated to us. The
message that we carry that the blessing of God will come to the
Third Word trough Christ does not seems to carry any weights
because of the many voices that are gone out of the earth. In
someway the church has lost its ability to be an influential force in
the culture when it comes to overcome stagnation and bring
prosperity. While we are not in the world to love the world, we
ought to influence the culture and that requires for us to engage the
country in conversation.


Why you Need a Company?
You cannot stand alone; you need a company, believers like you
who know that they are anointed by God to do what they do. All of
us have triggering mechanisms, constraints that we are not fully
aware of. They happened below our conscious mind. They are
triggering mechanisms that come alive when we are under
pressure, the tendencies we have when we are under pressure. The
enemy will use them against us. We need a company of believers
to help us cope with them. When you are in company; you have a
greater chance to cope with these weaknesses. You need to
develop the relational discernment of company so that when you
are in warfare; when those constraints come to do away with you,
you can find strength in the company of believers.


Where you receive your Authority
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All of us have a metron or measure of rule and we must know that
within this measure of rule that has been given to us whereby when
we speak all of heaven authority will back us up. Heaven will back
you up with power that changes societies, regions and individuals
all of the way from inside to the outside. That is the power of the
gospel. You cannot move in that realm of power unless you know
your measure of rule. You must know what has been given to you.


Your credibility
While no body was looking, God was making you, forming you
and shaping you. There are enemies that will contest your right to
say and be what God calls you to say and be. For years you get
your processing, and then God has made you public. When He
made you public the sign of a sent one will accompany your
ministry with sign and wonder.


Extending your Sphere
When you finish conquering enemies in your sphere, heaven will
back you up, giving weight to your words. You may extend your
sphere by conquering the sphere of another that you never been in
before. To do that it requires partnership with everyone else in that
sphere. Everyone who has a calling, a work to do, have an assigned
sphere; God is at work in you to help you take territories so that He
can go to work through you , through the sphere of your
assignment. Every assignment has a sphere to go with it. When
you engage t he work that you are called to do is what convergence
is. Convergence is doing what you are the most gifted at, call for
and equip to do in the area that God is inviting you to join Him to
do. The work that you are given helps glorifies God.


What is it all about?
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It is about glorifying God on the earth.
Our poverty, our Third World mentality does not glorifies God.
God does not want a Third World that doesn’t glorifies Him; He
wants to bless the whole of humanity. We want to get together a
core of people who believe in God and the ability that He gives
them to affect changes in this world.


A Point of Despair
We can hear people say that nothing is going to change what is
going on in Haiti; things are hopeless. We say to them have a little
faith in God. All we have to do is go back in history and realize
that there are times in history which were worst than this and the
reverse happened. God was able to shift the situation.


Obstacles in our Path
Two things are standing in the way of people from taking action;
they are money and hopelessness. People always ask us these two
questions: “Where am I going to get the money; and how I can
change what already is, the status quo?


What the world is saying
People are concerned about two things, money and their power to
affect changes. Both seem to bring a feeling of hopelessness. What
people don’t know is that they are both the same. The moment that
we are affecting things to change, we are exponentially increase
our ability to create wealth, to supernaturally manifest resources
we don’t have.


Things that God has changed
Slavery, apartheid, Jim Crow law,
There are countless more examples of things that we didn’t think
were possible to overcome and now they are no more.
Third World Mentality is no exception. If God trough people can
change the past, He can help us rebuild Haiti and change the
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mentality that is responsible for the state of stagnation and poverty
in Haiti.

Assessing the Past
Assessing the past in order to affect the present; let us look back
at our history; what was and what now is. The impossibilities of
the past become realities of today. Blacks were not allowed to be
realtors, it was a white only profession; blacks could not vote in
America less than be president; even worst blacks were considered
properties of whites, not human beings. As we assess the past we
can find the courage to embrace the future. The future is ours to
make.


What is the Future?
By God grace we will change Haiti and beyond. We will set
precedence for other Third World Countries to follow. This we can
do if we get into convergence and come together as a unit.


Doing it with God
God is not going to do it alone; He is waiting on us to take our
stand. He already empowered us to do it; the rest is up to us.
The church is not the only place where God can pick people to
change the world; the majority of the people God will use are in
the market place. Eighty five percent of the battle for the earth is
done in the market place.
Don’t count yourself out.


What it takes
Culture isn’t shape by the majority, but by the minority whose
world view prevails at the highest places of mountain, <Spheres of
influence>
Let see what God can do with a remnant of people that still have
faith in Him.
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Let us get together to create a sphere overlap in order to increase
our strength to advance our agenda.


Coming Together
Let us create a company of people, a fellowship of like minded
people together. We will have teachers, Artists, politicians, media
people, scientists, etc., people from every aspect of human
existence.


What This Means
It means that we are creating dialogue in order to enter into the
truth. How do we get into the truth? All of us at one point need to
have an ongoing dialogue with somebody that God put in our lives
to supply us with the revelation of what He is saying now.
This is the key to dialogue


Discover Your Calling
Join the power; whatever you hunger for, whatever you appetite
for, something human is going to have to subordinate itself to
something divine. The real test for you is to take the hunger you
have and the desire you have and learn to bring it under the
alignment with what God wants so that the Father’s will can
prevail.

The Purpose for the Test
Learning to submit to the will of God is the real test of life;
learning to see rather it is what God wants and yield to His will.
The purpose of the test is to test you to see rather that God is given
you the green light or the red light to go on or not to go. There will
be moments of frustration when you want to go and God wants you
to stay put. This will be your test. God does not want you to suffer,
or deny you.


Know your Sphere
Every one is anointed for a different assignment. The first thing
we need to do is to help you find your niche; what you are good at.
Everyone is anointed to fix a different thing in this world. You
must find what you are anointed to do; what is your assignment.


Say it like Jesus said it
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“The spirit of the Lord is upon me because He has anointed me
to fix the situation uncensored”. There are people that are
anointed to fix businesses, economy, government, etc. A time will
come when the government of this world will come under the
authority of those who have the authority on those spheres.


Be Gracious to yourself
We need to have the grace to enter into our assignment and know
that we are anointed to fix this without ego, without presumption.
You must know that God has anointed you with that ability to fix
this.


How can we help you?
How can we help you recognize your sphere of influence? Out of
the seven mountains or spheres of influence which one is your
assignment? Not everyone can teach, be a businessman; how can
we help you recognize your genuine calling. The seven spheres are
nothing but mind molders.


Battle of ideas
The battle of nations is battle of ideals; what is the best system to
take care of people. Whose ideal is going to prevail in the battle for
ideals? We are liberating spheres according to the truth that God
design. When you are operating in your area of assignment you
have genius capacity.


You have the Power
When you have the anointing for that assignment you have genius
capacity to go where no one else has gone. You will find the
mystery level, the layers of God’s quantum realm. In that field you
will invent, you will initiate things in motion. You can create
something out of nothing because you will have the power to bring
things into manifestation.
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The Power to Get Wealth
Money is the principal thing; the power to get wealth is literal as
such God will give you the power to create something out of
nothing. When you are in that zone, the gift of the spirit, the
anointing of the spirit will work supernaturally. When you are in
that zone no one can compete with you because the gift of the
spirit, the supernatural will work cooperatively with you to make
your sphere glorifies God.


Know your Sphere
The seven spheres that shape nations, which one are you assign
to? You discern your sphere by the intuitive desire that you are
drawn to manifest. Which means that what God has put in your
heart to do is the key and the clue to the sphere that you are
ultimately call to manifest your glory in.


What are the Spheres?

The Seven Spheres of Influence





7_ God: The Church, Religion
6_ Family Sphere, parents shaping children
5_ Education Sphere: Teaching children, shaping their mind
4_ Government Sphere: Write the law, the support system
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3_ Media Sphere, spin machine, Talk show, Entertainment
2_ Art: Songs, things we laugh
1_ Business, Finance, Technology

Choose your Sphere

You don’t need to worry about getting a trajectory base on
all of the seven spheres. What you need is to ruthlessly
clear on creating a walk with God where you learn to honor
what is in your heart and bring it without fear before Him
to help you.


How to Manifest Your Gift
People lack sensory acuity; the ability to take feed back from
people to confirm what aspect of this gift you are the best at.
Passionate desire tells you where you want to go. Honor the
passion that is in your heart and hold it without ego attachment to
the feed back that you get from others. It requires that you stop
passing judgment; hold it without judgment or censorship.


Don’t be hard on yourself
Do not devalue yourself or overblown yourself. We need to
impact every aspect of society. You are anointed to deal with one
aspect, together we tackle all aspects. You cannot be afraid to
challenge the status quo. There are those that are anti-God, they
will oppose you anyway.


Next Steps
Getting together in dialogue is the fundamental obstacle of the
Third World. People cannot come together as a unit, there is no
oneness. They are individuals not a collective. We explain the key
to dialogue earlier; you need to enter into the truth in order to have
dialogue. How do you get to all truth? We also explained that you
are going to have an ongoing dialogue with somebody that God put
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in your life. He will tell you what God is saying now. Contact us,
info below

Contact Info
Jean “Robert” Noel
P. O. Box 641101
Miami, FL 33164
betterliving@bitesizeawareness.com
786-897-3583


What is my Goal?
Our goal is to get together a core of believers, people who have
the authority over the different spheres of influence. We want to
bring them together in a unit. We want them to impact every
sphere in order to counteract whatever is wrong with our spheres
of influence. Haiti as well as the other Third World Countries need
to be quickened; something to help awake the people out of their
slumber.


A Pattern for the Sons of Man
Jesus did not want to go to the cross, but He accepted His fate
because that was God’s will. Without the cross there is no
resurrection. It was Jesus’ fate to go to the cross and His destiny to
save humanity. The Muslims reject the cross as a sign of weakness;
this is their gravest mistake. Unless God’s will is done, there is no
redemption. The cross is us embracing our humanity, the
weaknesses and the shortcomings of our fellow human beings.


Take up your Cross
We all have our individual cross to bear. God does not always
want us to suffer; denying us the pleasures of life, but there is no
beauty in the universe without sacrifice. Self sacrifice is the way of
things. Sometimes we must deny ourselves for the benefit of the
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greater good or life will not be a rose. The thorns are the
imperfections that we must remove by our sacrifices, self sacrifice.

Misconception of the Cross
The Cross is not always a denial. God denied Jesus His request
not to go to the cross because the cross was a necessary part of
God’s plan. He was Jesus’ choice to reject God, but He knew that
the Father knows best. God had given Him before hand the
insurance that He will raise Him up again. “I lay down my life and
I have the power to take it back again. This command I have
received fro the Father”. God gives us nothing which we cannot
endure; Jesus was capable of rejecting the cross, but He chose to
do God’s will.


Invitation to Leadership
God is inviting us to be an influence in the world

Making an Impact
You cannot impact the culture if you are not willing to learn from
the culture and understand the culture. We need to influence the
culture for the glory of God especially if the culture does not see a
need for God. There is enough emphasis on spiritual beliefs other
than God in the Haitian culture that the church has lost its ability to
be an influential force in the culture. The idea of the power of
Christ for our salvation does not have an impact in the Haitian
culture. In fact blame has been placed for the poverty, stagnation
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and retardation we see in Haiti because of the gospel. The minds of
the Haitian people have been poised by those who want to silence
the gospel of salvation
We don’t need to beat them up trying to convince them that the
message we carry is worth buying into. By the message we preach,
we will cast down reasoning and speculation, expanding our sphere
to influence the culture.


Engaging the World
In order to influence the world for God’s glory it requires that we
engage the world in conversation. What is it in the Haitian culture
that is so engrained that changing it seems insurmountable people
seeks the spirit, the demonstration of power. I think that is the first
thing that influences the culture. Our ministry must be
accompanied by sign of wonder before we can influence the
culture. Without some demonstration of power, it will be hard to
speak with authority to the people, change their minds, their
reasoning.


Spheres of influence:
Defending our apostolic sphere for the work we do
By the message we preach we cast down reasoning and
speculations and by that we overthrow territories in the spirit and
enlarge our apostolic sphere where principalities and powers once
have dominion over the minds of people.


Defending what we do
We are defending our apostolic anointing and call in the presence
of people who are challenging who we are and our authority to do
what we do.
You can explain to people what your apostolic sphere is without
boasting your ego
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Don’t boast beyond your measure, your metron or measure of
rule. Within the measure of the sphere or measure of rule that you
have been given whereby when you speak all of heaven authority
backs you up, and back you up with power that changes society,
regions and individuals all the way from the inside to outside. You
cannot move in that realm of power unless you know your measure
of rule.


Know your measure of rule
The enemy never deals with us base on where we are. Because of
the perspective and the position of the enemy in the heavenly he
has some sense of were we are going.
God shows you your future base on your battles, your challenge,
what you have to face in life.


Activating our weaponry
dealing with the forces of darkness
You must know how your enemy strategizes before you get to the
battlefield; you must be groomed to face the enemy in every way
he comes. You are not dealing with what is, you are dealing with
an enemy who sees your future capacity. You are not really dealing
with what is. Your battle now is not about now but about where
you are going. Your battle now is not about now but it is about the
next phase of the unfolding purpose of the plan of God for your
life. You are encountering the opposition that occupies the next
level. Jesus going to the wilderness transition is the template for
us, the model that we all must go trough if we are going to conquer
territories. He was engaging the power that occupies the next level.
You are engaging the power that occupies the sphere that you are
about to dispossess.
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Know thy self:
and with all thy getting get understanding and love
Know your measure of rule, what has been given to you; your
sphere of authority, your metron. Even thou no one knows who
you are, long before you start talking about what you know or do,
you must know what has been given to you. While no one was
looking, God was making you, forming you and gives you a sphere
and calls you to do what you do. You must get your processing
before you are made public. You must conquer the enemies in your
sphere before you get sent out. You must test and vent what you
know and will talk about before you start talking about them.
There will be enemies that will contest your right to say and be
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what God tells you to say and be. When you have been
successfully processed and when God made you public the sign of
a truly sent one will accompany your ministry. You will speak with
authority and the utterances coming out your mouth will be that of
God. If you are going to move into your sphere and develop as a
leader, you must develop your sphere as God intend you. You must
conquer your enemies inside and out. You will not be released
until you conquer all your enemies in your sphere. The only way
you are going to have influence in your sphere if for you to silence
your enemies.

Part II: The Flip Side
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Know thy self
Know thy self and with all thy getting, get understanding and
love.
Now that you know your strength, you also need to know your
weaknesses. “It is the little foxes that spoil the vine”. Jesus said. It
is the small things that stand in the way. Whatever you intent to do;
you must know that you cannot do it alone and you cannot do it
without God. Stop isolating yourself from very body thinking that
you are alone. You need the company of other believers to support
you. This is the problem of every leader, when the going get tough,
they hide inside themselves and push everybody away.




What we are doing?
If there is going to a fundamental change in the Third World, or in
Haiti; it will happen only by God and the people He chooses to
work with Him. We are preparing people, bringing them into
convergence, helping them work in company; this is what they
need.
God wants to bless the whole of humanity, including those that are
lagging behind, left behind out of the attainment of this world in a
state of stagnation.
We are using this series to help you get into convergence; the first
part was about your strength and this part is about your
weaknesses. We want to tell you that constraints are put there by
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God to keep you inline with the spirit. Let us explain what they
are.
It is the constraints that keep us from loosing our anointing.


Constraints, what are they?
Constraints are guards that God put in our lives to keep us from
loosing the gain we made in our spiritual journey. They are
safeguards against leakage so that in time of stress we don’t bleed
and let escape the spiritual gain we made. They are the lines and
the boundaries that God places in our lives to guide our spirit.
How well we can walk the lines between the impulses coming
from our bodies or the pressure from the outside world and the
constraints that God places in our lives to keep us from
succumbing will determine our spiritual strength. All of us have
our breaking point that will trigger an escaping response. These
escaping responses are those weird things that we do when we are
under pressure; they are those idiosyncrasies that we see in people,
those unusual and weird behaviors we display. A triggering
response for a man of God is for him to go in within, deep within
himself, a desire to isolate himself from everybody. (Going back to
the source, the cave, and the womb for comfort) how well you
walk the line between the flesh and the spirit will determine how
impeccable your soul is; how close to the spirit you are.


All of us have constraints
There are things that you can do that we cannot do because of the
lines and the boundaries place around us. We cannot do what other
people do just because we want to, we cannot cross the lines and
the boundaries that define our existence if that will cause us to step
out of our anointing. Jesus said that He always does the things that
please the Father. His life is a pattern for the sons of man.


Why we warring?
There are two things at war in our lives; it is the flesh that has
aligned itself with the devil and the spirit that is holy and perfect
and under God. The battle is for your soul; the middle ground
where spirit and flesh meet. It should be all under God; but there is
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a miss-alignment. Somehow the flesh is no longer under God; that
is the reason why we die and must die. This struggle between the
flesh and the spirit will last until the day we die. Jesus at death
transmuted his physical body into higher stuff; aligned the flesh
with the spirit and become one; that is t he resurrection. The body
is no longer under Satan’s power but the spirit; a perfect reunification as God intended.

Moments of weaknesses
The idiosyncrasies we displayed are moments of weaknesses,
escaping responses, coping mechanisms, the way we respond
under pressure. They are what keep us inline so that we don’t
succumb to the guises of the devil, the impulses of the flesh, the
pressure of the outside world. They are the patterns of inequities
that pop up when we are at wit end, at our limit. The enemy uses
them to limit us. So it is not God or circumstance, it is the impact
of weaknesses that have not been identified and dealt with. So that
our tendency for isolation under pressure that can be exploited by
the enemy to work against


How to fight against those idiosyncrasies?
You need to return to your company where you get appreciation in
an atmosphere of affirmation for each other. As a leader you need
to return to your company. All of us who are anointed by God to
do this work are leaders in our own right. We really can do more
together than we ca do apart. Like the disciples after the ascension
of Jesus to heaven need the company of each other to get strength.
It is the twelve that provided the shaft that allow greater
penetration of the gospel. When we find our body and not standing
alone, we become a powerful force. Since every one is a leader in
his own right, we need to defer our ego in order to be a body, not
letting our ego get in the way.
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Going through the Process
You cannot access that realm that is responsible for your influence
until you learn to put your ego aside. To be in the assignment that
God call you to be is a challenge. Each level of process releases
you to a greater metron of authority, a greater capacity to shape the
environment you assign to; so that at some point you become the
utterance of God in the situation.


You will be tested
There is an awareness in mid heaven of your assignment and if
there is this awareness, know then that the enemy is not interested
in your present position, but the sphere that you are about to
occupy. The challenge or test is not about were you are, but where
you are going to invade (be) you are not wrestling with your
present circumstance; you are wrestling with the strong man who
occupies the sphere you are about to take possession. Jesus was
tested by the devil. While He was in His way to His future
something interrupts His journey in order to test if He is really
qualifies to occupy the level He is about to step into.


Questions
There is awareness in mid heaven about our assignment, this is a
fact or else how do we get tested before we enter into a new level.
If there is an awareness in mid heaven about our assignment what
is the wisest way we can approach engaging the power that be in a
way that can give us the victory like Paul had. We must adjust our
perception that we are not having a dialogue with our
circumstance; we are having a dialogue with a demon.
We need to engage the culture. Our incompetence of engaging
robs us of the harvest we seek. If you cannot do things for yourself,
you will have to do with what they give you or what you don’t
want.
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After the Battle
When you finally come out of a successful process of testing that
is trying to disqualify you from the next level; when you finally
succeed in the metamorphosis that God intended, you have sphere
authority on an intuitive level that everything in the atmosphere
respond to.


Temptation
Until you are deliver from everything that would attract you in
those you are sent to; you are not ready to be a voice to change the
culture.
Whatever you bow down the knee to on your way up to the
mountain controls you when you get there to the top. Whatever
your sphere of assignment, you are going to be tested. Temptation
of bowing the knee in order to have power; power is the greatest
enemy that is keeping you from accessing the power of God.
You cannot access the realm that is responsible for your influence
until you learn to put your ego aside. To be in the assignment that
God calls you to be is the challenge.






Ascending to the Top
Each level of process releases you to a greater metron of authority,
a greater capacity to shape the environment you assign to so that at
some point you become the utterance of God in the situation. Your
authority must be complete within your sphere.
Sphere of rule, Measure of rule
The seven ideological areas of spheres or mountains that influence
society
Our measure of rule makes us salt of the earth, light of the world.
Sphere of influence, Specific assignment
We are facilitating people to move into their spheres
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We are anointed to fix situations so that the glory of the Lord may
be revealed. World rulers are put there by God’s hands face with
problems they cannot sole until you show up. God does not get the
glory if they fix situation, but when He fix it through you, He gets
the glory.

Note: About the authors
Dr. Lane Wallnau is a dynamic teacher with a unique and powerful gift for
imparting the Word of God. He shares his lifetime research in the field of
organizational and personal transformation. Fathering, mentoring and
facilitating others to engage the work of God so that the glory of God can be
manifested in the earth

Dr. Mark Chironna is an expert in personal mastery and life balance.
Together he and Dr. Wallnau introduced “The Power of Convergence” as a
tool to help people maximize their full potential, getting people to operate at
pick performance, helping them understand their calling, what they are
anointed to do. Dr. Chironna believes in engaging the world in conversation
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Jean “Robert” Noel through his website is teaching people about their
possibilities in Christ, helping them understand the forces that shape human
existence, the forces that restrain and keep humanity backward and the forces
that propel and excel humanity forward; the forces responsible for social
stagnation and spiritual retardation, the true causes for racial prejudices and
discrimination in the world. His website is about know knowledge, revealing
truths that were hidden from us, exposing the works of darkness, making ways for God’s
truth to take roots in our heart.
Zbob is our sidekick, an assistant to the website, a helpful guide to illustrate
concepts and ideas…
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